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C O N T E N T S



We offer a complete spectrum of design services  
to the mining industries.

provides clients with the perfect mix of youth and

security, ensuring deliverables that you can trust, in new

and adaptable ways.  

 

Whatever your needs, our teams are equipped to dovetail

with your in-house resources to compliment and support

the disciplines within the project. Our projects range from

on- and off-shore diamond mining, coal, iron ore,

platinum, copper, heavy minerals and gold mining around

Africa and extend to Forensic Investigation, Structural

Safety Audits, Dynamic Structural Engineering and 3D

Modeling, Draughting & Rendering.  

 

To view an overview of our previous projects and client

references, please turn to page 10. You can find a more

extensive look at our services and expertise on page 9. 

Established in 1973, Et-Global is a team of engineering

specialists in structural, civil and marine mining, offering a

complete spectrum of on- and off-shore design services to

the mining industries. With innovative thinkers, state of the

art technology and adaptable delivery solutions, we provide

clients with full service capabilities and a partner in

excellence. 

 

Originally started as a one-man operation in Cape Town,

South Africa, our cost-effective solutions and dexterity for

time-sensitive projects, saw us expanding our horizons and

setting up operations on a global scale in Canada. as well

as additional offices in Vredendal, South Africa.  

 

As a team of energetic and passionate innovators

combined with over four decades of experience through the 

knowledge and experience of our directors, Et-Global

ABOUT ET-GLOBAL
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Cape Town | South Africa 

ET Cape Town is the group’s technical centre which

provides all necessary civil, structural and marine mining

design services to the principal contractor. These services

include Earthworks-, structural- and civil design and detailing

for all types of mining projects.  

 

Our specialised knowledge includes expertise in structural

safety audits (SSA), dynamic & vibration analysis, natural

frequency checks, harmonic response and seismic

calculations, as well as ships-motions for various mining

applications.  

 

Vredendal | South Africa 

ET Vredendal, is a strategically placed satellite office,  

close to a number of West Coast mines. It’s location  

allows ET to have a quick response time and minimise  

downtime at the mines.  

 

ET Vredendal provids a range of technical services,  

including structural and civil design, draughting,  

3D modelling as well as on site inspections and support. 

 

 

Vancouver | Canada 

ET Systems Inc. assists clients at the pre-feasibility stage;  

evaluating geotechincal data and required infrastructure  

as well as return on investment calculations. Additional  

offerings include assistance with finding investment funding  

and providing financial and technical reports to potential 

investors.  



To partner with our clients to deliver tailored structural engineering services to both land-based and marine mining  

sectors by integrating our technical experiences with state of the art technology and the specialist skills of our  

innovative team.  

 

To be industry leaders in both the local and international land-based and marine mining sectors. 

  

To nurture a team of specialist and innovative professionals, by providing our employees with an environment of  

constant opportunity to develop their professional and personal skills. 

Vision

Mission

MISSION VISION VALUES
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Values 
Vision

Mission

Pursue Excellence. Be Passionate 
Pursuing excellence leads us to challenge

ourselves to consistently deliver the highest

quality of work to our clients. Our passion for

what we do is evident in everything we

produce. 

 

 

 

 
Nurture Greatness. Pursue Learning 

To enable excellence, we seek to promote

personal and professional development

through nurturing our employees and

providing continued learning platforms 

 

 

 

 

Teamwork. Build Family Spirit 
To develop meaningful, lasting relationships,

family spirit and a positive team attitude  

 

 

 

 

Work Hard, Play Hard 

We believe that balanced, healthy and

fulfilled lives generate greater success,

which is why we aim to ensure that we play

as hard as we work

Embrace Innovation. Drive Change 

We look to implement future technology in today's

designs by looking to industry trends and translating

them into opportunities and progress for our

company and our clients 

 

 

 

 

 
Integrity. Build Open & Honest Relationships 

Demonstrating Integrity means we do what's right

not what's easiest. We conduct our business with

the highest standards of professional behavior and

ethics 

 

 

 

 

Exceed Expectations. Be Brave 

We aim to always go above and beyond, be that for

our clients or our employees and shareholders 

 

 

 

 

Commitment. Loyalty  
We are dedicated to the well-being and success of

our employees, clients and stakeholders and value  
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Specialist engineering services in Civil Structural
Engineering to the Marine & Mining Industry 

Mine plant conceptualisation, feasibility, detailed structural 
design, project management, site supervision & support
functions 
  
3D Modeling, Draughting & Rendering Services 

Conceptual plant & building models 

 

Structural Refurbishment Services 

Civil Structural engineering services & designs for
refurbishment projects 

 

Dynamic Structural Design & Vibration Analysis 

Natural frequency- & harmonic response analyses 

 

Seismic Simulation & Design 

Country specific seismic simulation and design of
structures and foundations 

 

 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) 
Linear-, non-linear (geometry & material)-, natural
frequency-, non-linear transient dynamic & harmonic
response analyses 

 

Structural Safety Audits 

Full Structural & Civil mine inspection and monitoring
complete with biannual maintenance programme 

 

Forensic Investigations & Audits 

Forensic site inspections, failure reports, root cause
analyses& remedial action plans 

  

Standardised Conveyor Systems 

Fully detailed conveyor systems developed for fast-tracked
projects 

 

1. Services Overview

SERVICES & EXPERTISE
Et-Global offers a unique set of engineering skills, acquired over years of experience in the mining, marine and oil & gas industries. This  

unique skill set is not only our passion but forms part of what distinguishes us from our competitors.  

Below is an overview of our range of capabilities. For a more detailed description on  

what we do, please see the following sections titled 2. Specialist Engineering Expertise  

and 3. Detailed Services or contact us directly.  

 

We provide specialist engineering solutions to suit our  

client’s needs no matter the time frame and always 

at the right cost. 
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Marine Engineering

Dynamic Structural Engineering

On-site Vibration Engineering

Structural Integrity & Asset Management

The analysis of structures, reinforced concrete and structural  

steel, for their natural frequencies and harmonic responses,  

lies at the core of our engineering offering. This specialist  

service allows Et-Global to be an all-in-one engineering  

supplier to all our clients for mining structure designs.

As part of the design of structures for dynamic loading,  

Et-Global offers support to clients with existing structures  

that are problematic in terms of vibration, fatigue or perceived  

motion.  Engineers measure the structural response on site,  

and using specialist Operational Modal Analysis software, 

 can provide clear insights into vibration problems and their  

cause.

Et-Global’s involvement in a number of structural integrity  

audits (structural safety audits) and refurbishment programs  

for a number of large mining houses uniquely positions  

Et-Global to offer in-depth specialist assistance to clients  

requiring assistance with asset integrity quantification, asset  

refurbishment and asset management strategies.

Design and analysis of plant structures on ships require  

specialist knowledge of marine engineering standards,  

codes of practice, ships motions and industry-specific  

regulation. Et-Global has been working in this domain  

since inception and offers a world-class engineering  

service for marine engineering applications.

2. Specialist Engineering Expertise



3D Modeling, Rendering 
& Draughting

Structural Safety Audit Structural Refurbishment Forensic Investigation

Et-Global operates seamlessly with our  

clients in both the 2D and 3D  

environments, through our experienced  

draughting team in a number of  

specialist software packages.

Structural Safety Audits (SSA’s) form  

part of asset integrity management 

cycles as the step wherein the condition 

of an asset is quantified. SSA’s are  

performed by experienced Structural  

Engineers, who inspect structures to  

quantify and document structural  

deficiencies.

Et-Global are specialists in refurbishing  

assets that have long since seen their  

“sell-by-date”. Refurbishing saves money  

and extends the life of your asset by  

years, keeping costs to a minimum. 

Et-Global has a team of Engineers  

specialising in on-site inspections and  

the analysis of structural deficiencies  

and failures (partial & catastrophic),  

with experience in the process of root  

cause analysis for some of the largest  

mining houses in the world.

ET has developed standard conveyor  

systems whereby typical sizes 600mm,  

750mm, 900mm and 1050mm belt sizes  

have been pre-developed for most  

applications, using standard gantries,  

trestles and components which can be  

put together to suit the client’s needs in a  

very short time.

Et-Global operates seamlessly with our  

clients in both the 2D and 3D  

environments, through our experienced  

draughting team in a number of specialist  

software packages.

3. Detailed Services

Standardised Conveyor 
Systems

Vibration/Seismic Simulation
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Strand 7 

Advanced Finite Element Analysis (FEA)  
package used for complex structural analysis 

  

SDM7 

Structural Steel design add-on to check  
Strand 7 models to SANS 10162 

 

Civil 3D 

Draughting package for 2D/3D Earthworks  
layouts & concepts

MultiSUITE 

Leading structural steel and rebar detailing  
programme add-on for AutoCAD 

 

CSC Tedds 

Library of customised and local & international code- 
based design calculations software package 

 

Autodesk Suite 

Architecture, Engineering & Construction Collection:  
Recap Pro, Inventor, Robot, Navisworks Management,
Advanced Steel  

Our software resources include:

3D Integration  
In addition to the above software packages, ET functions in a completely 3D environment by utilising a combination of  

the latest design, draughting and analysis software, thus providing clients with a real-life perspective of the process from  

concept to deliverable.  

  

 

SOFTWARE & RESOURCES

At ET Global we recognise that our greatest resource  

is our team of passionate and energetic employees.  

 

For this reason, we set out to develop a number of in- 

house software programmes which would not only make  

their day-to-day work easier, but when utilised along side  

existing state of the art software packages sourced from  

around the world, would bring new life to their individual  

talents and skills on screen.  

The development of these programmes has not only  

boosted team productivity, but has enabled us to tackle 

time-sensitive projects with calm efficiency, making us the  

perfect partner to your team. 

 

To ensure our innovative status, our engineers belong to  

engineering councils/institutions and regularly attend further  

education courses for their CPD points.  
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Et functions in a completely 3D  
environment by utilising a  
combination of the latest design,
draughting and analysis software. 



Lerala Diamond Mine
Expansion Project  

Botswana, 2015 

 

Jubilee Platinum Mine
Expansion Project  

RSA, 2016 

 

Williamson Diamond Mine
Expansion Project  

Tanzania, 2016 

 

Lulo Diamond Mine  
Expansion Project  

Angola, 2016 

 

Koidu Diamond Mine  
Sierra Leone, 2013 

 
Gangama Rutile Mine  
Sierra Leone, 2013

QKR - Navachab Gold Mine  

Namibia, 2015 - 2016 

 

Storm Mountain Diamonds  
Kao Diamond Mine Expansion Project 

Lesotho, 2015 - 2016 

 

ARDC  
SS Nujoma Marine Mining Vessel  

De Beers Marine, 2015 - 2016 

 

Gecko Graphite Mine  
Expansion Project  

Namibia, 2016 

 

Letseng Diamond Mine  
Course Recovery  

Lesotho, 2013 - 2014 Venetia Diamond Mine
Recovery Upgrade Project RSA,
2015 

 

Sishen Iron Ore Mine  

Plant Modifications  

RSA, 2014 – 2015

Jwaneng Diamond Mine  
MTTP & MTP Expansion Projects  

ADP Projects 

Botswana, 2013 - 2014

Modular Mining Solutions 

Plant Designs  

Global

Namakwa Sands Plants &
Brand se Baai Mine 

3Plant  
Refurbishment Project  

ADP Marine & Modular 

Namibia, 2014 - 2016 

 

Sendelingsdrif Diamond Mine  

ADP Marine & Modular 

Namibia, 2013 

 

Daberas Diamond Mine
Expansion Project  

ADP Marine & Modular 

Namibia, 2014

Murowa Diamond Mine
Zimbabwe, 2016 

 

De Beers Canada  
DMS Project  

Canada, 2016 
 

Montepuez Ruby Mine
Expansion Project

Mozambique, 2016

CLIENT REFERENCE OVERVIEW
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info@et-global.com 
 
 
T: (021) 762 3176 
F: (021) 762 1951 
 
 
www.et-global.com 
 
 
5 Torrens Road 
Royal Cape 
Cape Town 
South Africa 
7800 
 

CONTACT US
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C O N T A C T  U S



+27 (21) 762 3176 

www.et-global.com 

info@et-global.com 

 

5 Torrens Road 

Royal Cape 

7800

CONTACT

Marine Engineering

Dynamic Structural Engineering

On-site Vibration Engineering

SSA & SIMMs

3D Modelling & Draughting

Standardised Conveyor Systems

Structural Refurbishment

Foresnsic Investigation

WHAT WE DO

Engineering specialists in structural, civil and

marine mining, offering a complete spectrum of on-

and off-shore design services to the mining

industries.  


